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Abstract

We obtain coefficients characterizations of generalized lower order
λm(f ;α, β) of entire transcendental functions f of m several complex
variables m ≥ 2 for generalized growth in terms of the sequence of best
polynomial approximations of f in the Hardy Banach spaces Hq(U

m)
and in the Banach spaces Bm(p, q, η). The presented results are ex-
tensions of investigations made by Vakarchuk and Zhir [17-21] and by
Goldberg and Shah [4,13] to the multidimensional case.

1 Introduction

We denote an m-dimensional complex space by Cm as

C
m = {z = (z1, . . . , zm) : zj ∈ C, j = 1,m}

where C is the space of complex numbers z = x + iy. Let f be an entire
function of m complex variables z = (z1, . . . , zm) ∈ Cm and let {DR} ∈
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Cm, R > 0 be a family of complete m-circular domains depending on the
parameter R and such that z ∈ DR if and only if

z

R
= (

z1

R
, . . . ,

zm

R
) ∈ D,D = D1.

Suppose that Mf,D(R) = max{|f(z)| : z ∈ DR}. Goldberg [4] and Fuks [2]
introduced the order and type of growth of f(z) as:

ρD = lim sup
R→∞

log logMf,D(R)

logR
, (1.1)

for 0 < ρD < ∞

TD = lim sup
R→∞

logMf,D(R)

RρD
. (1.2)

Analogous to order, we define lower order as

λD = lim inf
R→∞

log logMf,D(R)

logR
, (1.3)

for 0 < λD ≤ ρD < ∞. The quantities ρD, λD and TD are called the D-order,
D-lower order and D-type of the entire function f, respectively.

We now write the expansion of the entire function f as a Taylor series

f(z) =

∞∑
|k|=0

ck(f)z
k,

where k = (k1 . . . ,km) ∈ Zm
+ , |k| = k1 + · · · + km; zk = zk1

1 . . . zkm
m and

ck(f) = ck1,...,km(f) are the Taylor coefficients of f . Goldberg [4] established
the following relationship between ρ and T with the moduli of the coefficients
|ck(f)|:

ρ = lim sup
|k|→∞

|k| log |k|

− log |ck(f)|
, (1.4)

and

T = lim sup
|k|→∞

|k|

eρ|ck(f)|
− ρ

|k|

. (1.5)

Similarly, we define

λ = lim inf
|k|→∞

|k| log |k|

− log |ck(f)|
. (1.6)
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Sheremeta [14,15] generalized Goldberg’s results with the help of general
functions as follows:

Let L denote the class of functions h satisfying the following conditions:
(i) h(x) is defined on [a,∞) and is positive, strictly increasing, differentiable
and tends to ∞ as x → ∞,
(ii) for any function ϕ(x) such that ϕ(x) → ∞ as x → ∞,

lim
x→∞

h[(1 + 1
ϕ(x)

)x]

h(x)
= 1.

Let ∆ denote the class of functions h satisfying condition (i) and

lim
x→∞

h(cx)

h(x)
= 1

for every c > 0; that is, h(x) is slowly increasing.
Sheremeta [14] introduced the following notions of generalized order of

growth for entire functions of several complex variables:

ρm(f ;α, β) = lim sup
R→∞

α(logMf,D(R))

β(logR)
, (1.7)

for α(x) ∈ ∆ and β(x) ∈ L. Similarly, we define the generalized lower order
of growth as

λm(f ;α, β) = lim inf
R→∞

α(logMf,D(R))

β(logR)
. (1.8)

Setting α(x) = log x and β(x) = x in (1.7) and (1.8), we obtain the
Goldberg definitions of classical order (1.4) and lower order (1.6) of entire
functions.

Sheremeta established the relationship between the generalized order of
growth (1.7) of an entire function f and its Taylor coefficients. For m = 1,
Shah [13, Thm. 2] obtained the coefficient characterization of the generalized
lower order of growth (1.8) of f in terms of Taylor coefficients. Following the
technique of Sheremeta and Shah we can obtain the following theorem:

Theorem A. Let f(z) =
∑∞

|k|=0 ck(f)z
k be an entire function of m

complex variables with generalized lower order of growth λm(f ;α, β), where
α ∈ ∆ and β ∈ L for c = 1, a function F (x, 1) = F (x) = β−1(α(x)), where
β−1 is a function inverse to β, satisfies the condition
(i) For some function ϕ(x) → ∞ (even slowly) as x → ∞,

β(xϕ(x))

β(ex)
→ 0 as x → ∞,
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(ii)

dF (x)

d(log x)
= O(1) as x → ∞,

(iii) | ck(f)
ck+1(f)

| is ultimately a non decreasing function of k. Then

λm(f ;α, β) = lim inf
|k|→∞

α(|k|)

β(−|k|−1 log |ck(f)|)
. (1.9)

Recently Vakarchuk and Zhir [21] studied the best polynomial approx-
imations of entire transcendental functions of several complex variables in
Banach spaces. Thus, let Um = {z ∈ Cm : |zj| < 1, j = 1,m} be a unit
polydisk in Cm and let Γm = {z ∈ Cm : |zj| = 1, j = 1,m} be its skeleton.
Also, let Rm be an m-dimensional real space. Moreover, by

Tm = {x = (x1, . . . ,xm) ∈ R
m : 0 ≤ xj ≤ 2π, j = 1,m}

and

Πm = {r = (r1, . . . , rm) ∈ R
m : 0 ≤ rj < 1, j = 1,m},

we denote m-dimensional cubes in the space Rm. Let A(Um) be the set of
all functions f analytic in the set Um. For any function f ∈ A(Um), we get

Mq(f, r) = {
1

(2π)m

∫
Tm

|f(reit)|qdt}
1
q , 0 < q < ∞,

where f(reit) = f(r1e
it1, ..., rmeitm),dt = dt1 . . .dtm and

M∞(f, r) = max{|f(reit)| : t ∈ Tm}, r ∈ Πm.

Let Hq(U
m), 0 < q ≤ ∞, denote the Hardy space of functions f(z) ∈ A(Um)

satisfying the condition

‖ f ‖Hq
= sup{Mq(f, r) : r ∈ Πm} < ∞,

and let H ′
q(U

m) denote the Bergman space of functions f(z) ∈ A(Um) sat-
isfying the condition

‖ f ‖H′
q
= {

1

(2π)m

∫
Tm

|f(eit)|qdt}
1
q , q > 0.
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For q = ∞, let ‖ f ‖H′
∞
=‖ f ‖H∞= sup{|f(z)|, z ∈ Um}. Then Hq and Hq′

are Banach spaces for q ≥ 1. Following [21, p.1794], we say that a function
f ∈ A(Um) is in the space Bm(p, q, η) if

‖ f ‖p,q,η=

∫
Πm

(1− r)η(
1
p
− 1

q
)−1Mη

q(f , r)dr}
1
η < ∞, 0 < η < ∞, (1.10)

0 < p < q ≤ ∞, and

‖ f ‖p,q,∞= sup{(1− r)(
1
p
− 1

q
)Mq(f , r) : r ∈ Πm} < ∞, η = ∞.

It is known [5] that Bm(p, q, η) is a Banach space for p > 0 and q, η ≥ 1;
otherwise, it is a Frechet space.

Let Pn denote the subspace of algebraic polynomials of m complex vari-
ables of the form

Pn = {

∞∑
|k|=0

ckz
k : ck ∈ C},

where n ∈ Z+. Let X be one of the Banach spaces of analytic functions of
m complex variables listed earlier. We will denote by En(f,X) the value of
the best polynomial approximation of the function f ∈ X by elements of the
subspace Pn; i.e.,

En(f,X) = inf{‖ f − pn ‖X : pn ∈ Pn}. (1.11)

Several authors [1,3,8,13] have established the relationship between the
order and type of an entire function and the rate of its best polynomial ap-
proximation in different domains. Kumar [9] has investigated the growth and
approximation of entire function solutions of Helmholtz equation. Vakarchuk
and Zhir [17-20] studied some problems of approximation of entire transcen-
dental functions in some Banach spaces. It has been noticed that the study
of growth of entire transcendental functions in terms of En(f,X) in several
complex variables has not been done so extensively [10-12,16,21,22] as in sin-
gle complex variable. Vakarchuk and Zhir [21] have obtained the necessary
and sufficient condition for f ∈ X to be an entire transcendental function
of the generalized order of growth ρm(f ;α, β) in terms of En(f,X), where
X be one of the Banach spaces of functions analytic in Um. To the best
of our knowledge, the generalized lower order λm(f ;α, β) has not yet been
characterized in terms of En(f,X) in m-complex variables.
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2 Main Results

Theorem 2.1. Let the functions α(x) and β(x) satisfy the conditions of

Theorem A. Moreover, suppose that the sequence { En(f,Bm(p,q,η))
En+1(f,Bm(p,q,η))

} forms a

nondecreasing function of n. Then the entire transcendental function f(z) ∈
Bm(p,q, η) has generalized lower order λm(f, α, β) if and only if

λ ≡ λm(f, α, β) = lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, q, η))}
− 1

n ]
. (2.1)

Proof. This result will be proven in two steps. First, we consider the
case where q = 2; i.e., the space Bm(p, 2, η), where 0 < p < 2 and η ≥ 1. Let
f(z) ∈ Bm(p,q, η) be of generalized lower order λ.

Then, from the definition of generalized lower order λ, given ε > 0, there
exists a sequence {Rn}, Rn → ∞ as n → ∞ such that

Mf,D(R) < exp[(α−1{(λ+ ε)[β(logR)]})], R = Rn.

Using Cauchy inequality, we get

|ck(f)| ≤ R−kMf,D(R)

≤ R−|k|Mf,D(R)

≤ exp{−|k| logR+ (α−1{(λ+ ε)[β(logR)]})},R = Rn.

The above inequality holds for a sequence {Rn}, Rn → ∞, as n → ∞, we
can choose

R = Rn = exp[β−1{
α(n)

λ
}] = exp[F (n,

1

λ
)], λ = λ+ ε.

Substituting the value of Rn in above inequality, we obtain

|ck(f)| ≤ exp{−(n+ 1)F (n,
1

λ
)} exp[α−1{λ

α(n)

λ
}] =

1

exp[n{F (n, 1
λ
)− 1}]

.

(2.2)
Let Tn(f, z) =

∑n

|k|=0 ckz
k be the nth partial sum of the Taylor series of the

function f .

In view of [21, p. 1805], we have
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En(f ;Bm(p, 2, η)) ≤ {κ∗
Bm(p,2,η)(n + 1)}

−1
η {

∞∑
|k|=n+1

|ck(f)|
2}

1
2 . (2.3)

By using (2.2) in (2.3), we obtain

En(f ;Bm(p, 2, η)) ≤
{κ∗

Bm(p,2,η)(n + 1)}
−1
η

exp{n[F (n, 1
λ
)− 1]}

{

∞∑
|k|=n+1

Ω2
k(α, β)}

1
2 , (2.4)

where

Ωk(α, β) ∼=
exp{n{β−1[ 1

λ
α(n)]− 1}}

exp{|k|{β−1[1
λ
α(|k|)]− 1}}

.

Set

Ω̂(α, β) ∼= exp{−{β−1[
1

λ
α(1)]− 1}}.

Clearly Ω̂(α, β) < 1. Then, for |k| ≥ n, we get

Ωk(α, β) ≤ exp{(n− |k|){β−1[
1

λ
α(n)]− 1}} ≤ Ω̂|k|−(n)(α, β). (2.5)

From (2.4) and (2.5), we get

En(f ;Bm(p, 2, η)) ≤
{κ∗

Bm(p,2,η)(n)}
−1
η

(1− Ω̂2(α, β))
m
2 exp{n{β−1[ 1

λ
α(n)]− 1}}

. (2.6)

Now, we have

λ ≥
α(n)

β(n−1(− logEn(f, Bm(p, 2, η))) + log
{κ∗

Bm(p,2,η)
(n)}

− 1
η

(1−Ω̂2(α,β))
m
2

)

. (2.7)

Observe that lim|k|→∞[κ∗
Bm(p,2,η)(|k|)]

1
|k| = 1. Proceeding to the limit as n →

∞ on the right hand side of (2.7), since ε > 0 was arbitrarily, we get

λm(f, α, β) ≥ lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, 2, η))}
− 1

n ]
. (2.8)
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To obtain the reverse inequality in (2.8), assume that the sequence { En(f,Bm(p,2,η))
En+1(f,Bm(p,2,η))

}
forms a nondecreasing function of n. Consider the function

ξ(z) =
∞∑

n=1

En(f ,Bm(p, 2, η))κ∗
Bm(p,2,η)(n)z

n.

{κ∗
Bm(p,2,η)(n)}

−1 = max
|k|=n

{κ∗
Bm(p,2,η)(n)}

−1,

where

κ∗
Bm(p,2,η)(k) = (Πm

j=1Bkj ,p,2,η)
−1

is a constant depending on the space Bm(p, 2, η) and k and does not depend
on f .
From [21, eq. 44], we have

lim
n→∞

[En(f, Bm(p, 2, η))]
1
n = 0.

It follows that ξ(z) represents an entire function of m complex variables z.
If we denote the coefficients of the Taylor series of ξ(z) by

ck(ξ) = En(f, Bm(p, 2, η))κ
∗
Bm(p,2,η)(k),

then

ck(ξ)

ck+1(ξ)
=

En(f, Bm(p, 2, η))κ
∗
Bm(p,2,η)(k)

En+1(f, Bm(p, 2, η))κ
∗
Bm(p,2,η)(k + 1)

.

Hence, under the assumption of the theorem, | ck(ξ)
ck+1(ξ)

| forms a nondecreasing

function of n. Now, using Theorem A, for the limit as n → ∞(i.e., |k| → ∞),
we get

λm(ξ, α, β) = lim inf
|k|→∞

α(|k|)

β[log{|ck(ξ)}
− 1

n ]
.

Now

−
1

|k|
log |ck(ξ)| = −

1

n
logEn(f, Bm(p, 2, η)) +O(1)
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Since β ∈ L, we get

λm(ξ, α, β) = lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, 2, η))κ
∗
Bm(p,2,η)(k)}

− 1
n ]
.

= lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, 2, η))}
− 1

n ]
.

(2.9)

Now using the relation [21, eq. 45]

|ck(f)| ≤ En(f, Bm(p, 2, η))κ
∗
Bm(p,2,η)(k)

in (2.9) we see that

λm(f, α, β) ≤ λm(ξ, α, β). (2.10)

Combining (2.8) and (2.10), we get required result.

Next, we consider the spaces Bm(p, q, η) for 0 < p < q, q 6= 2, and q, η ≥ 1.
Note that [7, p.103], for p ≥ p1, q ≤ q1 and η ≤ η1, if at least one of the
inequalities is strict, then the strict inclusion Bm(p, q, η) ⊂ Bm(p1, q1, η1)
holds and for any function f ∈ Bm(p, q, η), the following relation is true:

‖ f ‖p1,q1,η1≤ Cp1,q1,η1;p,q,η ‖ f ‖p,q,η, (2.11)

where Cp1,q1,η1;p,q,η is a positive constant that depends only on the indicated
subscripts and is independent of f . In view of the definition of best polyno-
mial approximation, the inequality (2.11) yields

En(f ;Bm(p1, q1, η1)) ≤ Cp1,q1,η1;p,q,ηEn(f ;Bm(p, q, η)), (2.12)

where f ∈ Bm(p, q, η) and Cp,q,η;p1,q1,η1 is a constant independent of f and n.
For the general case Bm(p, q, η), q 6= 2, we prove the necessity of condi-

tion (2.1). Let f ∈ Bm(p, q, η) be an entire transcendental function whose
generalized lower order λm(f ;α, β) is defined by (2.1). We set

{κ∗
Bm(p,q,η)(n+ 1)}−1 = max

|k|=n+1
{κ∗

Bm(p,q,η)(k)}
−1

and write [21, p.1807]

En(f ;Bm(p, q, η)) ≤ {κ∗
Bm(p,q,η)(n+ 1)}−

1
η {

∞∑
|k|=n+1

|ck(f)|}. (2.13)
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Now, using the relation (2.2) and (2.13) and same reasoning as in deducing
relations (2.3)-(2.5), we obtain

En(f ;Bm(p, q, η)) ≤
{κ∗

Bm(p,q,η)(n)}
−1
η

(1− Ω̂2(α, β))
m
2 exp{n{β−1[ 1

λ
α(n)]− 1}}

, (2.14)

or

λm(f ;α, β) + ε ≥
α(n)

β(n−1(− logEn(f, Bm(p, q, η))) + log
{κ∗

Bm(p,q,η)
(n)}

− 1
η

(1−Ω̂2(α,β))
m
2

)

.

(2.15)

Now lim|k|→∞[κ∗
Bm(p,q,η)(|k|)]

1
|k| = 1. Taking the limit as n → ∞, since ε > 0

was arbitrarily, we get

λm(f, α, β) ≥ lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, q, η))}
− 1

n ]
. (2.16)

To prove the reverse inequality, let 0 < p < q < 2 and η, q ≥ 1. By using
the relation (2.1) with p1 = p, q1 = 2 and η1 = η and relation (2.8) already
established for q = 2, we get

lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, q, η))}
− 1

n ]

≥ lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, 2, η))}
− 1

n ]
= λm(f, α, β).

Now let 0 < p ≤ 2 < q. Since

M2(f ; r) ≤ Mq(f ; r),

where r ∈ Πm, from [21, p. 1808] we get

En(f ;Bm(p, q, η)) ≥ |ck(f)|{κ
∗
Bm(p,q,η)(k)}

−1
η , (2.17)

where |k| = n+ 1. Then for sufficiently large n, we have

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, q, η))}
− 1

n ]

≥
α(n)

β[−|k|−1(log |ck(f)|+ log{κ∗
Bm(p,q,η)(k)}

1
η )]

.
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Now proceeding to limits and using (1.9), we obtain

lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f, Bm(p, q, η))}
− 1

n ]

≥ lim inf
|k|→∞

α(|k|)

β[−|k|−1 log |ck(f)|]
= λm(f, α, β).

Let 2 ≤ p < q. Setting q1 = q, η1 = η and p1 ∈ (0, 2) in inequality (2.11),
where p1 is a fixed number, we get

En(f ;Bm(p, q, η)) ≥
|ck(f)|

Cp,q,η;p1,q,η
{κ∗

Bm(p,q,η)(k)}
1
η . (2.18)

Substituting p1 = p in (2.17), we obtain the following relation

En(f ;Bm(p1, q, η)) ≥ |ck(f)|{k
∗
Bm(p1,q,η)(k)}

−1
η . (2.19)

Now combining (2.18) and (2.19), we get

En(f ;Bm(p, q, η)) ≥
|ck(f)|

Cp,q,η;p1,q,η
{k∗

Bm(p1,q,η)(k)}
−1

η , (2.20)

where |k| = n+1 and Cp,q,η;p1,q,η is a constant independent of n and f . Using
(2.20) and applying the same analogy as in the previous case 0 < p ≤ 2 < q,
for sufficiently large n or |k| → ∞, we have

α(n)

β({log(|En(f ;Bm(p, q, η))|
−1
n )})

≥
α(|k|)

β({log(|ck(f)|
−1
|k| + log(Cp,q,η;p1,q,η)

1
|k| + log{κ∗

Bm(p1,q,η)
(k)}−

1
|k|η )})

.

By applying limits and using (2.1), we get

lim sup
n→∞

α(n)

β({log(|En(f ;Bm(p, q, η))|
−1
n )})

≥ λm(f, α, β).

Consequently, the proof is complete.

Theorem 2.2. Let the functions α(x) and β(x) satisfy the conditions

of Theorem A. Moreover, suppose that the sequence { En(f,Hq(Um))
En+1(f,Hq(Um))

} forms a
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nondecreasing function of n. Then the entire transcendental function f(z) ∈
Hq(U

m) has a generalized lower order lm(f, α, β) if and only if

l ≡ lm(f, α, β) = lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f,Hq(Um))}−
1
n ]
. (2.21)

Proof. Let f(z) =
∑∞

|k|=0 ck(f)z
k be an entire transcendental function of

m complex variables having finite generalized lower order λm(f ;α, β). Since

lim
|k|→∞

|ck(f)|
− 1

|k| = 0, (2.22)

and f(z) ∈ Bm(p,q, η), where 0 < p < q ≤ ∞ and q, η ≥ 1, in view of
relation (1.10), we get

En(f ;Bm(
q

2
, q, q) ≤ En(f ;Hq(U

m)), 1 ≤ q < ∞. (2.23)

In the case of Hardy space H∞(Um),

En(f ;Bm(p,∞,∞) ≤ En(f ;H∞(Um)), 1 ≤ p < ∞. (2.24)

Using (2.23), we can write

lm(f, α, β) = lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f,Hq(Um))}−
1
n ]

≥ lim inf
n→∞

α(n)

β[log{En(f,Hq(Bm(
q

2
, q, q))}−

1
n ]

≥ λm(f ;α, β), 1 ≤ q < ∞.

(2.25)

Using estimate (2.24), we have proven inequality (2.25) in the case q = ∞.
For the reverse inequality

lm ≤ λ, (2.26)

we use inequality (2.2) which is true for any |k| > no, and estimate from
above the finite generalized order λm(f ;α, β) of f as follows. We have

En(f ;Hq(U
m)) ≤‖ f − Tn(f) ‖Hq

≤

∞∑
|k|=n+1

|ck(f)|

≤
1

exp{n{β−1[ 1
λ
α(n)]− 1}}

∞∑
|k|=n+1

Ω̂|k|−n−1(α, β)

≤
1

(1− Ω̂(α, β))[exp{n{β−1[ 1
λ
α(n)]− 1}}]

,
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or

1

En(f ;Hq(Um))
≥ (1− Ω̂(α, β))[exp{n{β−1[

1

λ
α(n)]− 1}}].

This yields

λm(f, α, β)+ε ≥ lim sup
n→∞

α(n)

β[log(|En(f,Hq(Um))|−
1

n+1 ) + log((1− Ω̂(α, β))−
1

n+1 )]
.

(2.27)
Since Ω̂(α, β) < 1, by using the properties of α, β and proceeding to the limit
as n → ∞, we obtain inequality (2.26). Finally, we get

lm = λm(f, α, β). (2.28)

As a result, the proof is complete.
Note. We can find an analog of Theorem 2.2 for the Bergman spaces by
using (1.10) for 1 ≤ q < ∞ and for q = ∞ from Theorem 2.1.
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